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Abstract—This paper considers the problem of transfer-
ring a file from one source node to multiple receivers in a
peer-to-peer (P2P) network. The objective is to minimize
the weighted sum finish time (WSFT) for the one-to-many
file transfer where peers have both uplink and downlink
bandwidth constraints specified. The static scenario is
a file-transfer scheme in which the constructed network
topology and the network resource (link throughput) allo-
cation remains static until all receivers finish downloading.
This paper first shows that the static scenario can be op-
timized in polynomial time by convex optimization, and
the associated optimal static WSFT can be achieved by
linear network coding. This paper also proposes a static
rateless-coding-based scheme which has almost-optimal
empirical performance. The dynamic scenario is a file-
transfer scheme which can re-construct the network topol-
ogy and re-allocate the network resource during the file
transfer. This paper proposes a dynamic rateless-coding-
based scheme, which provides significantly smaller WSFT
than the optimal static scheme does.

Index Terms— P2P network, network coding, rateless
code, static scenario, dynamic scenario.

I. Introduction

P2P applications (e.g, [1], [2], [3], [4]) are increasingly
popular and represent the majority of the traffic currently
transmitted over the Internet. A unique feature of P2P
networks is their flexible and distributed nature, where
each peer can act as both a server and a client [5]. Hence,
P2P networks provide a cost-effective and easily deploy-
able framework for disseminating large files without rely-
ing on a centralized infrastructure [6]. These features of
P2P networks have made them popular for a variety of
broadcasting and file-distribution applications [6] [7] [8]
[9] [10] [11] [12]. In a P2P file distribution application,
the key performance metric from an end-user’s point of
view is the finish time, or the time it takes for an end-user
to download a file.

This paper considers the problem of transferring a file
from one source to multiple receivers in a peer-to-peer
(P2P) network. Specifically we are concerned with select-
ing the network connections that will minimize the finish
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time. While we use network coding in our algorithms, the
main focus of this paper is distinct from network coding
papers such as [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21],
which assume that the network topology has been estab-
lished a-priori.

In [13], Ahlswede et. al. introduced the concept of
network coding and demonstrated that the network cod-
ing outperforms network routing for multicast scenar-
ios in a given network topology. The constructions and
the capacity of network coding, especially linear network
coding, over a pre-determined network topology are well
studied in [14] [15] [17] [18] and [19]. In [21], the authors
provided the capacity of network coding for multicast sce-
narios over a randomized connected network topology.
All these papers assume that the network topology has
been established a-priori, in a deterministic or a random-
ized manner.

This paper addresses the fundamental performance
limit of the P2P file distribution applications and hence
focuses on the centralized algorithms with full knowledge
of the P2P network. While some other papers in the P2P
area such as [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and [27] study and op-
timize the performance of the distributed P2P protocols.
In [27], the authors applied network coding in a gossip-
based protocol and provided performance analysis over
a homogeneous P2P network where each node sends one
packet to a randomly selected node in each time slot.

The network-coding papers described above assume
that the network topology has been established a-priori.
In contrast, the primary concern of this paper is estab-
lishing the optimal network topology. Other papers such
as [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and [35] have addressed
the problem of establishing an optimal network topology
or an optimal scheduling policy for a given topology, but
these papers do not take advantage of the tremendous
benefit provided by network coding.

Furthermore, these papers usually consider or optimize
the network topology under certain node-to-node com-
munication models such as the unidirectional telephone
model [30] [31], the bidirectional telephone model [32],
the simultaneous send/receive model [33], or the uplink-
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sharing model [34] [35]. Our paper optimizes the network
topology without such strong constraints on none-to-node
communication.

In [28], Sanghavi et. al. considered the problem of dis-
tributing M messages from multiple nodes to all nodes
over a homogeneous P2P network, and proposed schedul-
ing protocols to approach the minimum last finish time.
In this work, the network topology is randomly con-
structed rather than optimized such that in each time
slot, users contact each other in a random uncoordinated
manner and users upload one piece of file per time slot.

In [34] and [35], Mundinger et. al. investigated the
problem of distributing M messages from one source node
to all other nodes in a heterogeneous P2P network assum-
ing node upload capacities are the only bottleneck in the
network. They provided the centralized optimal network
topology (by solving a mixed integer linear program) and
the corresponding scheduling policy to minimize the last
finish time. In these works, the uplink-sharing model is
pre-assumed such that at each time, each node can only
upload one packet to its directly-connected receivers and
the upload capability has to be equally distributed to all
of its directly connected receivers.

In order to explore the fundamental performance lim-
its of one-to-many file distribution, some papers relax the
constraints on the node-to-node communication model
and allow to partition a file into as many pieces as pos-
sible. In [9], Li, Chou, and Zhang explored the problem
of delivering the file, which is infinitely divisible, from
one source node to all receivers in a heterogeneous P2P
network constrained only by node upload capacities. No
node-to-node communication model is pre-assumed, i.e.,
the nodes can transmit any number of pieces to any num-
ber of other nodes at each time as long as the constraints
on the node upload capacity are satisfied. They intro-
duce a routing-based scheme, referred to as Mutualcast,
which minimizes the last finish time to all receivers with
or without helpers.

In [34] and [35], Mundinger et. al. studied a more gen-
eral P2P problem in which a distinct file from each node
needs to be distributed to all other nodes in the heteroge-
neous P2P network constrained only by node upload ca-
pacities. The authors provided a routing-based scheme to
achieve minimum last finish time. In [36], the authors in-
vestigated the multi-source multicast P2P scenarios only
with node uplink constraints, and showed that even if net-
work coding is applicable, routing is optimal to minimize
last finish time when all multicast tasks have pairwise
identical or disjoint receivers.

Some papers have addressed topology optimization in
the context of network coding. In [37], Wu et. al. inves-
tigated the finish time region for P2P file transfer. Given
an order at which the receivers finish downloading, they
demonstrated in [37] that the minimum weighted sum

finish time (WSFT) can be solved in polynomial time
by convex optimization, and can be achieved by linear
network coding, assuming that node uplinks are the only
bottleneck in the network. They also proposed a routing-
based scheme which empirically almost minimizes the av-
erage finish time over homogeneous P2P networks, and
demonstrated how to significantly reduce the average fin-
ish time at the expense of a slight increase in the last
finish time. However, the proposed scheme desires very
large download capacities for certain nodes, especially the
last finished node, and hence, might not work properly if
some nodes have limited download capacities.

In [38], the authors investigated the one-to-all file dis-
tribution in heterogeneous networks and considered 3 dif-
ferent criteria: last finish time, average finish time, and
min-min times, where“min-min times” refers to sequen-
tially minimizing the finish times according to a specified
order. The optimal network topology to achieve the mini-
mum average finish time over a P2P network with 3 peers
is provided based on a brute-force search.

In [39] and [40], the authors also considered the one-
to-all file distribution in heterogeneous network assuming
that node upload capacities are the only bottleneck in
the network. These works proposed an optimal network
topology and the associated scheduling policy to achieve
the min-min times. Similar to the scheme in [37], this op-
timal solution also desires very large download capacities
for certain nodes, and hence, it might not work properly
if some nodes have limited download capacities. The au-
thors also mentioned that the behavior of the optimal
scheme needs to be investigated when nodes dynamically
enter and leave upon completion. The authors claimed
that the proposed scheme which achieves min-min times
can also achieve the minimum average finish time. How-
ever, Chang et. al. [41] showed that this is not necessarily
true when the number of peers is larger than 4.

Our paper considers the problem of minimizing
weighted sum finish time (WSFT) from one source node
to many receivers in a heterogeneous P2P network. First,
this paper considers the criteria of WSFT, which is an
generalization of the average finish time which is consid-
ered in most related works. Second, this paper considers
the one-to-many file distribution which is an extension to
the one-to-all file distribution investigated in some related
research. (For peers which don’t require the file, we can
simply set their weights to be zero.) Last but not least, it
is assumed that both upload and download capacities can
be bottlenecks in the network and that every node can
connect to every other node through routing in the over-
lay. Most research in P2P consider node uplinks as the
only bottleneck because the uplink capacity is often sev-
eral times smaller than the downlink capacity for typical
residential connections (e.g., DSL and Cable). However,
the downlink capacity can still be exceeded when a peer
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downloads from many other peers simultaneously, as in
the schemes proposed in [37] and [39]. For this reason,
our paper also takes the download capacity constraints
into account.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II intro-
duces definitions and notations for P2P networks. Section
III studies the scenario in which network resource alloca-
tions remain static. Section III-A provides the optimal re-
source allocation for the static scenario by solving a con-
vex optimization problem to minimize the WSFT. Section
III-B provides a lower bound to the minimum WSFT for
static scenarios. Section III-C proposes a static rateless-
coding-based scheme, and Section III-D provides sim-
ulations showing that the rateless-coding-based scheme
closely approaches the lower bound for a variety of con-
figurations. Section IV investigates the dynamic scenario
in which network resource allocations need not remain
static. Section IV-A proposes a dynamic rateless-coding-
based scheme and Section IV-B provides simulation re-
sults showing how the dynamic solution can provide a
reduction in WSFT as compared to the static solution.
Section V delivers the conclusions.

II. Network Setup and Problem Definition

This paper focuses on content distribution applications
(e.g, BitTorrent [1]) in which peers are only interested
in content at full fidelity. The key issue for these P2P
applications is to minimize download times (delays) to
receivers. In order to understand the fundamental per-
formance limit for one-to-many file transfer in P2P net-
works, it is assumed that all nodes cooperate, and a
centralized algorithm provides the file-transfer scenario
with the full knowledge of the P2P network including the
source node’s uplink capacity, and the weights, downlink
capacities, and uplink capacities of peers.

This paper starts with static P2P networks in which
the set of peers does not change over time. In a static
P2P network, a source node s with uplink bandwidth
Us has a file of size B. There are N peers, denoted as
{1, · · · , N}, who want to download the file possessed by
the source node. Each peer has weight Wi, downlink
capacity Di and uplink capacity Ui, for i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
It is reasonable to assume that Di ≥ Ui for each i =
1, · · · , N since it holds for typical residential connections
(e.g., Fiber, DSL and Cable).

Denote the allocated link throughput (transmission
rate) from the source node to peer j as rs→j and the
link throughput (transmission rate) from peer i to peer
j as ri→j . As a notational convenience, we also de-
note rj→j as the link throughput from the source node
to peer j. Since the total download rate is constrained
by the downlink capacity, we have

∑N
i=1 ri→j ≤ Dj for

all j = 1, · · · , N . The total upload rate is constrained
by the uplink capacity. Hence,

∑
i 6=j rj→i ≤ Uj for all
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Fig. 1. The peer model

j = 1, · · · , N . One example of the peer model is shown
in Fig. 1. The downlink capacity and uplink capacity of
peer 1 are D1 and U1 respectively. Thus, the total down-
load rate rs→1 +

∑4
i=2 ri→1 =

∑4
i=1 ri→1 has to be less

than or equal to D1, and the total upload rate
∑4

i=2 r1→i

has to be less than or equal to U1.

III. Static File-Transfer Scenarios

A static file-transfer scenario is a file-transfer scheme in
which the network resource allocation remains static until
all receivers finish downloading. The network resource
allocation of a static scenario is determined by rs→j (or
rj→j) for j = 1, · · · , N and ri→j for j 6= i.

A. Optimal Static Scenario

Let tj denote the finish time for peer j for j = 1, · · · , N .
Given a static scenario ri→j , (i, j = 1, · · · , N), the max-
imum flow rate to peer j, denoted as rj , is limited by
the minimum cut from the source node s to peer j in the
network by the Max-Flow-Min-Cut Theorem, and hence,
tj ≥ B

rj
,∀j = 1, · · · , N . In fact, tj = B

rj
can be achieved

simultaneously for all j = 1, · · · , N .

Lemma 1: Given a static scenario {ri→j}N
i,j=1 for a

P2P network, the only Pareto optimal (smallest) finish
time vector is tj = B

rj
for j = 1, · · · , N , where rj is the

minimum cut from the source node s to peer j.

Proof: By Max-Flow-Min-Cut Theorem, the flow
rate to peer j is less than or equal to rj . By Network
Coding Theorem [13] [14] and the construction of the
time-expanded graph [37], the set of the flow rates {rj}N

i=1

is achievable. Hence, the only Pareto optimal finish time
vector is tj = B

rj
, ∀j = 1, · · · , N . A detailed proof is

deferred to our journal manuscript available on ArXiv
[42].

A set of flow rates {ri}N
i=1 is feasible if and only if

there exists a solution to the following system of linear
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inequalities:

N∑

i=1

ri→i ≤ Us; (recall that ri→i , rs→i) (1)

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

ri→j ≤ Ui, ∀i = 1, · · · , N ; (2)

N∑

j=1

rj→i ≤ Di, ∀i = 1, · · · , N ; (3)

0 ≤ f(i) ≤ r, ∀i = 1, · · · , N ; (4)

where vector r with elements ri→j represents the allo-
cated link throughput in the network, and f(i) is a flow,
constrained with the link throughput r, from the source
node s to peer i with flow rate ri.

By Lemma 1, the minimum WSFT is the solution to
the convex optimization of minimizing

∑N
i=1 WiB/ri sub-

ject to (1-4). Thus, we can conclude the following theo-
rem:

Theorem 1: Consider multicasting a file with size B
from a source node s to peers {1, · · · , N} in a P2P net-
work in which node uplinks and downlinks are the only
bottlenecks. The minimum weighted sum finish time for
static scenarios and the corresponding optimal static al-
location can be found in polynomial time by solving the
convex optimization of minimizing

∑N
k=1 WkB/ri subject

to constraints (1-4).
Theorem 1 can be extended by adding other lin-

ear network constraints (e.g. edge/link capacity con-
straints). For a special case where all peers have the
same weight (normalized to 1) and infinite downlink ca-
pacities, the optimal static scenario achieves the finish
times of B

min(Us,(Us+
PN

i=1 Ui)/N)
for all peers and obtains

the minimum sum finish time of∑N
k=1 tk = NB

min(Us,(Us+
PN

i=1 Ui)/N)
. In fact, this optimal

static scenario is the same as the scenario of Mutual-
cast [9], which minimizes the last finish time to all peers.
Hence, in this special case, the allocation of Mutualcast
is the optimal static allocation which not only achieves
the minimum sum finish time but also minimizes the last
finish time of peers.

B. Bounding the Weighted Sum Finish Time for Static
Scenarios

Consider the cut of {s, 1, · · · , i − 1, i + 1, · · · , N} →
{i} for any static scenario ri→j (i, j = 1, · · · , N). The
maximum flow rate from the source node s to peer i, ri,
is limited by

ri ≤
N∑

j=1

rj→i ≤ Di, (5)

and

N∑

i=1

ri ≤
N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

rj→i ≤
N∑

j=1

rj→j +
N∑

j=1

N∑

i=1,i6=j

rj→i (6)

≤ Us +
N∑

j=1

Uj . (7)

Consider the cut of {s} → {1, · · · , N}. ri is also bounded
by

ri ≤
N∑

j=1

rj→j ≤ Us. (8)

Because all feasible sets of {ri}N
i=1 satisfy (5), (7) and

(8), the solution to the optimization problem of minimiz-
ing

∑N
i=1 Wi

B
ri

subject to (5) (7) and (8) provides a lower
bound to the minimum WSFT for static scenarios. The
optimal solution to this relaxed problem is

r∗i =

{ √
Wi ·R, if

√
Wi ·R < D̃i,

D̃i if
√

Wi ·R ≥ D̃i,
(9)

where D̃i , min(Us, Di) and R is chosen such that∑N
i=1 r∗i = min(Us +

∑N
i=1 Ui,

∑N
i=1 D̃i).

For the special case where Wi = 1 and Di = ∞,
the solution (9) is r∗i = min(Us, (Us +

∑N
i=1 Ui)/N)

and the lower bound to the minimum WSFT is
NB

min(Us,(Us+
PN

i=1 Ui)/N)
. As discussed in Section III-A, the

routing-based scheme, Mutualcast [9], can achieve the fin-
ish time of B

min(Us,(Us+
PN

i=1 Ui)/N)
for all peers. Hence, the

lower bound is attainable for this case.
Theorem 2: (Minimum Sum Finish Time) Con-

sider multicasting a file with size B from a source node
s to peers {1, · · · , N} in a P2P network in which peer
uplink and downlink are the only bottlenecks. The lower
bound to the minimum sum finish time, i.e.

∑N
i=1

B
r∗i

, is
achievable, where r∗i follows from (9) with Wi = 1.

Proof: The proof is deferred to our journal
manuscript available on ArXiv [42].

C. Rateless-Coding-Based Scheme

The rateless erasure code is rateless in the sense that
the number of encoded packets that can be generated
from the source message is potentially limitless [43]. Sup-
pose the original file size is B packets. Once the receiver
has received any B′ packets, where B′ is just slightly
greater than B, the whole file can be recovered. The per-
centage of the overhead packets goes to zero as B goes
to infinity. In practice, the overhead is about 5% for LT
codes with file size B ' 10000 [43]. This sub-section fo-
cuses on applying rateless erasure codes for P2P file trans-
fer instead of designing rateless erasure codes. Hence, we
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Fig. 2. (a) Depth-1 tree; (b) Depth-2 tree.

assume the overhead of the applied rateless erasure code
is zero for simplicity.

The rateless-coding-based scheme constructs the two
types of trees in Fig. 2 to distribute the content. The
source node first partitions the whole file into B chunks
and applies a rateless erasure code to these B chunks.
For the depth-1 tree, the source node broadcasts inde-
pendently rateless-coded chunks directly to peers. For
the depth-2 trees, the source node sends independently
rateless-coded chunks to a peer, and then the peer copies
and forwards some of the rateless-coded chunks to other
peers. This scheme requires that 0 ≤ ri→j ≤ rs→i, and
guarantees that all chunks received by a peer are indepen-
dently generated. Hence, a peer can decode the whole file
as long as it receives B coded chunks.

The rateless-coding-based scheme has a much simpler
mechanism than that of routing-based schemes such as
Mutualcast. First, the source node and peers don’t need a
chunk selection algorithm because all coded chunks trans-
mitted from the source node are independently generated.
For the same reason, peers don’t need to feedback the
index information of the received chunks to their neigh-
bors. Second, the network resource allocation is more
flexible than those for Mutualcast or other routing-based
schemes because peers don’t have to receive exactly the
same chunks to decode the whole file. Third, this scheme
is robust to the packet loss in the Internet since the rate-
less erasure codes are designed for erasure channels.

For the rateless-coding-based scheme, the optimal net-
work resource allocation can be obtained by solving the
following convex optimization problem.

min
∑N

i=1 Wi
B
ri

subject to 0 ≤ ri→j ≤ ri→i,∀i, j = 1, · · · , N,∑N
i=1 ri→i ≤ Us,∑N

j=1,j 6=i ri→j ≤ Ui,∀i = 1, · · · , N,

ri =
∑N

j=1 rj→i ≤ Di,∀i = 1, · · · , N,

(10)
where ri→i , rs→i. The complexity for the interior point
method to solve this convex optimization is O((N2)3.5).
For the case of Wi = 1, Di = ∞, the optimal resource
allocation is the same as that of Mutualcast. For general
cases, we propose a suboptimal network resource alloca-
tion.

Consider a water-filling-type solution

r̃i =

{ √
Wi ·R, if

√
Wi ·R < D̃i,

D̃i if
√

Wi ·R ≥ D̃i,
(11)

where R is chosen such that

N∑

i=1

r̃i = Us +
N∑

i=1

Ui −max
k

(r̃k).

First construct the depth-2 trees with rates

r
(2)
s→i = c

Ui max(r̃k)∑N
k=1 r̃k − r̃i

, and ri→j = c
Uir̃j∑N

k=1 r̃k − r̃i

,

(12)
where c is chosen to be the largest possible value satisfy-
ing

N∑

i=1

r
(2)
s→i ≤ Us,

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

ri→j ≤ Ui, (13)

βi , r
(2)
s→i +

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

rj→i ≤ D̃i. (14)

After constructing the depth-2 trees, the flow rate to
peer i is βi. The used source node’s uplink is cα max(r̃k),
where α =

∑N
i=1

UiPN
k=1 r̃k−r̃i

. If cα max(r̃k) < Us, we
can further use the rest of the source node’s uplink to
distribute content through the depth-1 tree. The optimal
resource allocation for the depth-1 tree is

r
(1)
s→i =

{ √
Wi ·R− βi, if βi ≤

√
Wi ·R ≤ D̃i,

0 if
√

Wi ·R < βi,

D̃i − βi, if
√

Wi ·R > D̃i,

(15)

and
ri = r

(1)
s→i + βi, (16)

where R is chosen such that
∑N

i=1 r
(1)
s→i = Us −

cα max(r̃k). The complexity of calculating this resource
allocation is O(N2).

D. Simulations

This section provides the empirical WSFT performance
of the rateless-coding-based scheme, and compares it with
the lower bound to the WSFT. In all simulations, the
file size B is normalized to be 1. This section shows
simulations for 4 cases of network settings as follows:
• Case I: Ui = 1, Di = ∞ for i = 1, · · · , N ;
• Case II: Ui = 1, Di = 8 for i = 1, · · · , N ;
• Case III: Ui = i/N , Di = 8i/N for i = 1, · · · , N ;
• Case IV: Ui = 1 + 9δ(i > N/2), Di = 8i/N , i =
1, · · · , N ;
where δ(·) is the indicate function.
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Fig. 3. Sum finish time versus Us for P2P networks with N = 10
peers.
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Fig. 4. Sum finish time versus Us for P2P networks with N = 1000
peers.

The performances of sum finish time versus Us for small
P2P networks with N = 10 are shown in Fig. 3. The
performances of sum finish time versus Us for large P2P
networks with N = 1000 are shown in Fig. 4.

In all these simulations, the WSFTs of the rateless-
coding-based scheme achieve or almost achieve the lower
bound. We also simulated for many other network set-
tings and weight settings in [42]. In all simulations, the
rateless-coding-based scheme achieves or almost achieves
the lower bound to the WSFT. Hence, the lower bound to
the WSFT is empirically tight, and the rateless-coding-
based scheme has almost-optimal empirical performance.

IV. Dynamic File-Transfer Scenarios

The dynamic scenario is a file-transfer scheme which
can re-construct the network topology and re-allocate the
network resource whenever a peer finishes downloading,
joins into the network, or leaves from the network. Wu
et. al. showed in [37] that dynamic scenarios can provide
significantly smaller sum finish time than static scenarios
do for static P2P networks in which peer uplink is the
only bottleneck. We propose a dynamic rateless-coding-
based scheme for P2P network in which node uplinks and
downlinks are the only bottlenecks. This scheme is appli-
cable for not only static P2P networks but also dynamic
P2P network which peers can join in or leave from.

A. Dynamic Rateless-Coding-Based Scheme

The key idea of this dynamic rateless-coding-based
scheme is similar to that of the dynamic routing-based
scheme in [37]. In particular, in each epoch, the scheme
deploys all uplink resource to fully support several chosen
peers. The details of the dynamic rateless-coding-based
scheme is provided in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Dynamic Rateless-Coding-Based Scheme
1: Initiate the P2P network. Peers join into the network.
2: while A peer finishes downloading, joins into the net-

work or leaves from the network do
3: Select a set of peers and reset peers’ weights. (The

peer selection and weight setting algorithm is pro-
vided in Algorithm 2)

4: Apply the static rateless-coding-based scheme
based on the set weights until a peer finishes down-
loading, joins into the network or leaves from the
network.

5: end while

Algorithm 1 provides the structure of the dynamic
rateless-coding-based scheme. Because the peers always
receive independently generated rateless coded chunks
in the static rateless-code scheme, the dynamic rateless-
coding-based scheme is also applicable for dynamic P2P
network. As long as a peer receives enough rateless coded
chunks 1, it can decode the whole file. The key issue
is how to set the peer weights in each epoch. Since
the weight setting and the static rateless-coding-based
scheme in the current epoch will influence the dynamic
scheme in the following epoches, the problem of setting
weights is complex.

Theorem 3: The optimal network resource allocation
in each epoch of a dynamic scenario is only obtained when
some peers are fully supported, at most one peer is par-
tially supported, and the other peers are not supported.

1The number of coded chunks needed to decode the whole file is
only slightly larger than the total number of the original chunks.
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Fig. 5. Sum finish time versus Us for P2P networks with N = 100
peers.

Proof: The proof is deferred to our journal
manuscript available on ArXiv [42].
Theorem 3 indicates that the dynamic scheme should de-
ploy all uplink resource to fully support several peers in
each epoch and partly support at most one peer. A sub-
optimal peer selection algorithm and the corresponding
weight setting is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Peer Selection and Weight Setting
1: Suppose N peers are downloading in the current

epoch.
2: Let B − qiB (0 < qi ≤ 1)be the number of chunks

that peer i has received for i = 1, · · · , N .
3: Sort {Wi

qi
}N

i=1 in descending order and get
(k1, · · · , kN ).

4: Find the smallest M such that
∑M

i=1D̃ki≥Us+
∑N

i=1Ui.
5: Select peers {ki}M

i=1 to fully support.
6: Set Wj = 1 if j ∈ {ki}M

i=1, or Wj = 0 otherwise.

B. Simulations

The dynamic rateless-coding-based scheme is applica-
ble to both static P2P networks and dynamic P2P net-
works. Consider a type of dynamic P2P networks in
which any peer leaves as soon as it finishes download-
ing, and no peer joins. This section provides the empiri-
cal WSFT performances of the dynamic rateless-coding-
based scheme for static P2P networks and dynamic P2P
networks with peer leaving, and compares them with
those of the static scenarios for static P2P networks. In
all simulations, the file size B is normalized to be 1.

Consider median-size P2P networks with N = 100
peers. The performances of sum finish time versus Us

for the 4 cases are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the
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Fig. 6. Relative sum finish time versus Us for P2P networks with
N = 100 peers.

relative value of the sum finish time by normalizing the
minimum sum finish time for static scenarios to be 1 in
order to explicitly compare the performances of the dy-
namic rateless-coding-based scheme and static scenarios.
For Case I where peers have infinite downlink capacities,
the sum finish time of the dynamic rateless-coding-based
scheme is almost half of the minimum sum finish time
for static scenarios for a broad range of the source node
uplink Us. This result matches the results in the previous
work [37], which says that the minimum sum finish time
of dynamic scenarios is almost half of the minimum sum
finish time of static scenarios when peer uplink is the
only bottleneck in the network. Our results also show
that the sum finish time of the dynamic rateless-coding-
based scheme with peer leaving decreases to almost half
of the minimum sum finish time for static scenarios as Us

increases. For Cases II, III, and IV, the WSFTs of the
dynamic scheme and the dynamic scheme with peer leav-
ing are also always smaller than the minimum WSFT for
static scenarios. In particular, the WSFT of the dynamic
scheme can be as small as 0.59, 0.70, and 0.73 of the
minimum WSFT for static scenarios for Cases II, III and
IV, respectively. The WSFT of the dynamic scheme with
peer leaving can be as small as 0.71, 0.82, and 0.86 of the
minimum WSFT for static scenarios for Cases II, III and
IV, respectively. These largest improvements in percent-
age of deploying the dynamic scheme is obtained when
the source node can directly support tens of the peers.
More simulations on the dynamic rateless-coding-based
scheme are available in our journal manuscript [42].

V. Conclusions

This paper considers the problem of transferring a file
from one source node to multiple receivers in a peer-to-
peer (P2P) network in which both peer uplink and down-
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link capacities are considered as possible bottlenecks.
This paper shows that the static scenario can be opti-
mized in polynomial time by convex optimization, and
the associated optimal static WSFT can be achieved by
linear network coding. This paper also proposes a static
rateless-coding-based scheme which has almost-optimal
empirical performance. Additionally, this paper pro-
poses a dynamic rateless-coding-based scheme which pro-
vides significantly smaller WSFT than the optimal static
scheme does.
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